What you will need:

1. Xzilon Exterior Protection
2. Atomizer sprayer
3. Microfiber towels
4. Depending on your water clarity, a DI water system may be required: Deionized water’s purity degree is much higher than that of distilled water obtained by distillation of ordinary water in the water distiller. This is obtained by a Di water tank system. We highly recommend rinsing with the D.I. Rinse Pro 100 (available on Amazon.com).
5. Microfiber scrubber: Available at your local Home Depot.

Application:

1. Always start with a clean prepped Vehicle.
   • We are assuming you are starting with a clean, prepped vehicle.
   • To get to a clean prepped Vehicle: If it has rail dust – dust particles embedded in the paint from the factory, use a clay mitt available from Xzilon or Amazon.
   • Wash with a good soap.
   • Make an extra rich batch of soapy water in a 5-gallon bucket. Dip hand with mitt in water rub over Vehicle, follow with bare hand to make sure it stays smooth. This will remove any oxidation, rail dust and imperfections in the paint.
2. Mix 1 part Xzilon Exterior to 3 parts waters into atomizer.
3. Pre-wet entire vehicle.
4. Spray entire vehicle standing 2-3ft away including doors, wheels, front grille. Go over everything, spraying twice.
5. Buff in with a microfiber scrubber spreading the beaded water to break the tension-this will allow air to move through the product for an easy wipe-dry to a smooth luster.
6. Allowing a 3-4-minute set time.
7. Then Di water rinse for a beautiful, spot-free finish.
8. Using a microfiber towel, wipe off big water spots.

Hand held Atomizer

9. The application process should take about 20 to 30 minutes if applying by hand or 5 to 10 minutes with an atomizer. When dealing with extreme, hot weather or in direct sunlight take care not to cause rapid evaporation, keep moist until rinse.
10. Using a microfiber towel, wipe off big water spots.